ABSTRACT

Estt., APTRANSCO: Declaration of CE/Rural Zone/Hyderabad and SE/TL&SS/Mahabubnagar as appointing authority for the purpose of Cadre Management- Orders- Issued.

(PERSONNEL SERVICES)

T.O.O. (Per-CGM/HRD&Trg) Ms.No.455 Date: 23-02-2012


ORDER:

In reference 1st & 2nd cited, orders were issued declaring CE/TL&SS Zones, CE/Civil and CE/Telecom as appointing authorities for the purpose of cadre management. Accordingly amendments to APTRANSCO Employees Service Regulations and APTRANSCO Employees Discipline and Appeal Regulations were issued in references 3rd and 4th cited.

2. In the reference 5th cited, orders were issued for constitution of Departmental Promotion Committee for considering promotions to O&M and Provincial staff. In the reference 6th cited certain operational guidelines were issued to all the CE/TL&SS Zones, CE/Telecom and CE/Civil to follow scrupulously.

3. In T.O.O 8th cited, orders were issued forming Chief Engineer/Rural Zone and SE/TL&SS/Mahabubnagar duly bifurcating the CE/TL&SS/Hyderabad Zone and SE/TL&SS/Hyderabad respectively. The CE/TL&SS/Zone/Hyderabad was re-designated as CE/TL&SS/Metro Zone/ Hyderabad and the SE/TL&SS Circle/Hyderabad was re-designated as SE/TL&SS Circle/Sangareddy. The Chief Engineer/Metro Zone/Hyderabad in the reference 9th cited has requested to separate the seniority of the Engineering, Provincial and O&M staff working in jurisdiction of Metro Zone and Rural Zone and also in Sangareddy and Mahabubnagar Circles.

4. The recognized Employee Unions were issued notice under Section 9A of Industrial Disputes Act under reference 12th cited, and no objections were received.

5. After careful consideration, the Transmission Corporation of Andhra Pradesh Limited hereby declares the CE/Rural Zone & SE/TL&SS/Mahabubnagar as Unit of Operations for the purpose of cadre management and authorize the CE/Rural Zone/Hyderabad and SE/TL&SS/Mahabubnagar to exercise the powers hither to exercised by the CE/TL&SS/Hyderabad Zone (now Metro Zone) and SE/TL&SS/Hyderabad (now Sangareddy) in their respective Units in accordance with the orders issued in the reference 1st to 6th, 10th and 11th cited.

6. The Chief Engineer/Metro Zone/Hyderabad is requested to take necessary steps for separating the seniority as per rules in vogue.

(BY ORDER AND IN THE NAME OF TRANSMISSION CORPORATION OF A.P. LTD.)

AJAY JAIN
CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR

To
The Chief Engineer/Metro Zone/ APTRANSCO/ Hyderabad
The Chief Engineer/Rural Zone/ APTRANSCO/ Hyderabad
The Superintending Engineer/TL&SS/ Sangareddy
The Superintending Engineer/TL&SS/ Mahabubnagar

(contd…)
Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced